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We understand limited budgets
limited staff time
limited equipment

It’s just one of the things we do!

LiBRARYSOFT
TM

Need Fresh Ideas!
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You will always need more than you thought, so why not start with it all ?

Our Longevity, we have been helping libraries like yours for thirty years.

Pricing - $395 one time cost. Install on a single computer, on a Server, load on as many machines as
your network can handle. Set up for the Internet included Host your own Library or have us host it
for you.

The most signifcant contrast to other Library systems is that everything is provided, no extra charges
for additional features such as Self-Circulation, Kid's OPAC,  Serials, Acquisitions, AutoCataloguing
alogn with  specialized Modules we developed over the past 30 years. View the list of modules and
do not hesitate to email or call with any questions or concerns.

There is no charge for us to assist with translating your data from another System. Use the AutoFill
option in AutoCataloguing to autmatically fill in missing data.

We include the Client Server along with Web based version at no extra charge. Run on a single
computer, set up several computers, set up for internet access with no additional software required.

If you are starting from scratch you can use a few different methods to acquire data. It can be as
simple as just using a barcode reader to scan the ISBN on the book and use AutoCataloguing, use the
Library of Congress Gateway or just send us your library cards or record information and our staff will
enter it for you (85 cents a record).

Barcode Labels ? Print your own using LiBRARYSOFT, the software to do it is included at no extra
charge. A Report Generator is included so you can use existing Label templates or create your own.
The same applies to Reports.

Maintenance of the database is straightforward, I.T. staff are not required to keep things running.

How do you learn the software and train staff ? Use our training videos, weekly free webinars and
consultants. Our specialty is finding most practical and the least expensive solutions for Libraries.

Why are the other systems so expensive? We are still trying to figure that out. Compare and call or
email us with any questions or concerns.

What is special about LiBRARYSOFT?
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Includes the following Modules
both Client Server and Web Versions:

.

LiBRARYSOFT

Catalog
Circulation
Self-Circulation
OPAC
Kid'sOPAC
MARC
Serials
Scheduling
Acquisitions
Inventory
LiBRARYMaP
AutoCataloging
Bookstore
LiBRARYSOFT Browser
Booking
Labels
Reports
Custom Report Generator
LiBRARYSOFTWeB
OPACinternet
LiBRARYSOFTWeB Self Circulation
Kid's OPACinternet
Locking Catalog
Locking Circulation

Locking OPAC
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LiBRARYSOFT - Set up what works for your Library

You can set things up to be simple with minimal entry screens or expand to provide sophisticated options.
Use LiBRARYSOFT or LiBRARYSOFTWeB or both.

Set up one machine or use LiBRARYSOFTWeB on your network and set up as many as you like. Ideal if you
have volunteers that can work on multiple machines or if you have put it on the web let people work from
home. This could be done by having us host it if you do not wish to host it on your own server.

To install:

Download and install Database Engine

Download and install LiBRARYSOFT

Register and you are all set to go!

On a single station

On all your workstations

On the Web

If we are Hosting it is even simpler, we send you links and you are all set to go!
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Possible Setups of LiBRARYSOFT

1. Small library with no internet access.

Install and you are all set to go. You do not need to network or use any of the
web/intranet based modules until you want to add other computers.

Install at home or on other computers as well, there is a smart import option that
will merge the data without adversely affecting Circulation.

Use LiBRARYSOFTWeB and OPACinternet even the single station, internet
access or special installation of other software is not required.

Locking Modules are included so that if the computer is to be left alone users
can only access LiBRARYSOFT even if the computer is rebooted.

.
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Wifi or cable
Link as many
workstations as your
Network Can handle.

Internet Access

Do all of the above on your own or add Hosted Internet access for your Patron that is
automatically updated via the Synchronize feature of LiBRARYSOFT. This service is
included with Customer Support and Upgrades ($249). Note that the first year is free.

                                       Optional Annual subscription fee of $249

2. A small library with a few computers. Library Patrons need online access.
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3. Install on your Server, no additional software needed. No hosting required.
.

OPACInternet                                                                                   LiBRARYSOFTWeB

Ideal for a school, all computers connected to the Server will have immediate access to
LiBRARYSOFTWeB and OPACinternet as the software will treat the network as an Intranet.
LiBRARYSOFT can be accessed as well as an option via a network connection.

If internet access is required for home access by Patrons the Library can purchase a Static
Web IP address from their Internet provided. Cost is arount $10 per month.

Server

No Annual subscription required.
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3. Completely Hosted on LiBRARYSOFT Servers. We do the Hosting for you.
.

OPACInternet Internet Access                                                            LiBRARYSOFTWeB InternetAccess

                                          Annual subscription fee of $395.

Note that the install files for  LiBRARYSOFT as well as LiBRARYSOFTWeB are included so
that if funding does not permit the next year you can install and run on your own computers.
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LiBRARYSOFT - The Catalog Module (Basic Screen)

Includes conventional screens such as Basic, Additional and Reading Level Screens but it also has some
unusual screens including Research Reviews and Textstore. It also includes a link to AutoCataloguing.
Subject Tree links allow for Hierarchical Searching.
.

AutoCataloguingLink to Subject Trees
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Add a Website

Add an Ebook Add a Link to an
OLE file

LiBRARYSOFT - The Catalog Module (Additional Screen)

Add an Ebook directly or loads hundreds using the Admin Menu. Add a link to an OLE file (Powerpoint,
Excel, Word). Add a Website Link. Note that using the Research Tab you can add hundreds of Websites,
Videos, images and pdfs.
.
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LiBRARYSOFT - Change the Layout and field names

Change the Screen Layout and even change the field names and remove fields that are not used.
Change Basic, Additional along with Circulation and OPAC screens.
.
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Includes conventional screens such as Basic, Additional and Reading Level Screens but it also has some
unusual screens including Research Reviews, Recommendations, and Textstore. It also includes a link to
AutoCataloguing.
.

LiBRARYSOFTWeB - The Catalog Module

AutoFill, just
scan in the ISBN
to acquire data.

You can use LiBRARYSOFTWeB as well, even at the same time.
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Research Tab

The Research Screen allows you to enter hundreds of subjects that relate to the item and enter qualitative and
quantitative comments and scale values along with web links images, pdfs and video links.
.

Research Screen

Catalog Tabs in LiBRARYSOFT

Add even as many Research Screens as needed with different
Related Subjects Titles.
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Research, Reviews, Recommendations, Reviews and Textstore can be used in LiBRARYSOFTWeB.

The Research Screen allows you to enter hundreds of subjects that relate to the item and enter qualitative and
quantitative comments and scale values along with web links images, pdfs and video links.
.

Research Screen

Catalog Tabs in LiBRARYSOFTWeB

Add even as many Research Screens as needed with different
Related Subjects Titles.
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The Textstore Screen
The Textstore Screen allows you to store the entire content of the book which is searchable. Enter or copy and paste
pages of text. The  content of the text can be accessed by regular or advanced searching. Perfect for  archiving material or
letting the school students read the latest short stories or novels.

In LiBRARYSOFT:

In LiBRARYSOFTWeB
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The Reading Level Screen

Reading Levels can be entered in LiBRARYSOFT or LiBRARYSOFTWeB.
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The Recommendations Tab

Recommendations in OPACinternet  allows Patrons to enter in Recommendations to other patrons of items of
interest that relate to a particular item. The Recomendations Tab allows staff to view and delete Recomendations
that are not appropriate for the Library.

The Reviews Tab

Reviews in OPACinternet  allows Patrons to enter in a Review of an Item. The Reviews Tab allows staff to view and
delete Reviews that are not appropriate for the Library.
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LiBRARYSOFT -Changing Fields names
Customize your software

Change field names, layout, add more fields to best fit your library.

Automation is all about ease and convenience. LiBRARYSOFT lets you
change the field names to fit your needs. Change what you want to make
your library better.

For example - Use the Captions
Screen to change the Title and
Author fields in the to Film and
Director. You will see the result in
the Catalog, Circulation and OPAC
screens. This can be done in
almost any language.

Change your fields to the language
of choice. LiBRARYSOFT is
available in almost any language -
including the hard to find ones like
Urdu, Hebrew, Arabic, Farsi and
others.
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LiBRARYSOFT - Reports & Labels

A wide range of Reports and Labels are available for LiBRARYSOFT including Barcode Labels ad Spine Labels.

LiBRARYSOFTWeB - Reports & Labels

A wide range of Reports and Labels are available for LiBRARYSOFT including Barcode Labels ad Spine Labels.
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LiBRARYSOFT - Report Generator

The Report Generator can be used to create new Reports and Labels which can be loaded into LiBRARYSOFT and
LiBRARYSOFTWeB.
SQL Query functions can be used for sophisticated Reporting and Label generation.

LiBRARYSOFTWeB - Adding Reports & Labels
Both LiBRARYSOFT and LiBRARYSOFTWeB have Add Label Report options to add new Reports and Labels.
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A benefit for searching and inventory
Use the Map Editor to define search areas.
Use regular Dewey, Library of congress call
numbers or in this case the subject followed
by the first three characters of the author's
last name.

When the user searches a click on the Map icon will
display the Map and a red flashing box will appear in
the area that the item selected is located.

If a user is not sure where items are located they can
click directly on the Map button on the OPAC screen
to see the reverse of the above. As they move the
mouse above the map the call number ranges will
appear showing where item are located. It saves
walking in the wrong direction. Or as in this particular
case visiting the wrong Mobile library.

LiBRARYSOFT - LiBRARYMaP
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LiBRARYSOFT - Circulation

Includes a range of Tabbed functions.

Patrons can be checked by scanning their barcode using a Pulldown or Searching or even matching by
their photo.
.

Send a receipt by email automatically.
.

Use Wordpad or Notepad to check items
out from computers without
LiBRARYSOFT installed.
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LiBRARYSOFTWeB - Circulation
Lists options from the menu

.
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LiBRARYSOFT - Self Circulation
There are four Self Circulation options

.
Self-Circulation and Student Circulation can be set up for User name Password
access by Staff and Student Assistants.

.

Locking Circulation is useful for environments where
staff may not be available. Patrons can check items in
and out but cannot change files in the computer
even if the machine is rebooted.

LiBRARYSOFTWeB Self-Circulation allows instructors check out items from their classroom or staff to Circulation from
rooms outside of the Library.

.
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Nineteen years of helping libraries like yours !
The  LiBRARYSOFTWeB Web Browser
The Browser allows you to automatically add a Website to the library data. You can also copy paste content into
the TextStore field.

Content from the Website can be pasted into the Description
field that will automatically go into TextStore which can hold
over 300 pages of content.
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Add your own icons to subjects

LiBRARYSOFT - OPAC

OPAC has two types of Tree Searches

          Pictorial

                VIsual Trees

Is the Client Server version of OPAC. The Search options include
Patron access to their Records as well as LiBRARYMaP. It also has
Locking capability.
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LiBRARYSOFT

Set the Shortcut Icon anywhere
for access.
Include "Sounds Similar"
settings for spelling errors. Help
button will give aid by voice.

Simple search
start screens -
colorful and
easy to use

THE Kid's OPAC MODULE
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OPACinternet/Intranet - The main screen

Included with LiBRARYSOFT. Run on a single station, on a network or on the web.

Add a Logo to the site.                                  Patrons can log in.                        A range of functions.

Add links to the Library website and Contact page.                                                                Kid's OPAC along with other
                                                                                                                                                        options can be shown or not.
.
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Seach Results

Clicking Enter or one of the buttons will bring up the Search Results.

The fields and order of the fields displayed can be changed.

.

The Recent Acquisitions Screen will allow you to bring up
the recently added items.
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Selecting an Item

Double-clicking one of the selected items will bring up the result.

.

Clicking on underlined text will bring
up related items.

A Patron can add the item to a Cart
which is like a book bag so it can be
referred to later.

A Patron can enter a Recommendation
for related items and read
Recommendations for other items
written by other Patrons.

A patron can enter a
review of the Book and
read reviews by other
Patrons.
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The Library Card Screen

Brings up the information seen in a Catalog Card along with web related fields.

.
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Allows younger grades of students to search by typing a search word, browsing through trees of
subjects or by searching Alphabetically by Character.

                Students can enter Search words with the Type Search.

Kid's OPACinternet/Intranet
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Clicking on a character will bring up
an Alphabetical Search by that
Character.

Clicking on a Tree Node brings up
subtrees that bring up more search
options.
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Multilingual

LiBRARYSOFTWeB has multilingual capability. Different languages even within a different fields can be
entered and searched.

Below shows entry in Hebrew, Italian, Chinese and French on the same line in the Title and on separate
lines for Subjects.
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11 complete modules . . .  at an  UNBELIEVABLE price . . .

Protecting your data is important to you and important to us.  You need to protect
unintentional or deliberate damage to your biggest investment - your data. Each
module demands password access, with the exception  of the OPAC module.  It's
your data and you can choose how to protect it.

LiBRARYSOFT - Security
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Inventory

Scan and build an inventory listing as an ongoing process, the program will automatically account for
items that are checked out.

SQL Commands
Provides you with complete control over your database. Use SQL commands to sweep your data.
Contact LiBRARYSOFT Support for assistance.
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LiBRARYSOFT - Ongoing Catalog Importing

Load data from Excel or Delimited files. Update
exisiting data without effecting Circulation.

LiBRARYSOFT - Ongoing Patron Importing

Load Patron data from Excel or
Delimited files. Update existing data
and add new Patron data without
effecting Circulation.
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LiBRARYSOFT - Automatically Emailing Patrons

 LiBRARYSOFT can automatically send email receipts with checkouts.

Notices can be sent by email to all or
selected groups of Library Patrons.

Email can be set up using Outlook or Outlook express
or by using a regular email program such as
Thunderbird.
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LiBRARYSOFTWeB - Automatically Emailing Patrons

LiBRARYSOFTWeB can automatically send email receipts with checkouts.

General Notices can be sent by email to all or selected groups of Library Patrons.

Overdue Notices can be sent by email to all or selected groups of Library Patrons.
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Holds can be received through OPACinternet and grouped to be prepared in advance for Patrons.

With Hosting the email settings will be already set up for the Library. If you are Hosting your own Library the
settings below would need to be completed with your providers Internet settings.
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LiBRARYSOFT - Synchronizing to OPACinternet

LiBRARYSOFT users can Synchronize their data to our Servers to keep OPACinternet Current. This also allows a
Library using LiBRARYSOFTWeB and LiBRARYSOFT within a school to have a Web prescence if they do not wish
to acquire a Web Static IP address.
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Track magazines or even inventory - who, what, where

Use the Serials Module to
manage all your publications!

Enter frequency, number of copies,
vendor information. Click to automatically
add publications to your main database
once they are received.

Routing

Create lists that can be applied in
order.

Manage the receipt
of issues by color.

LiBRARYSOFT - Serials
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 AutoCreate lets you see all incoming items.

Let the Acquisitions Module manage
funds.

Keep aware of how the finances of the library
are progressing by letting you by monitoring
funds and vendor expenses.

Account lists

Tracking of payment details, balances,
transactions, Payees etc.

LiBRARYSOFT - Acquisitions
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Select the resource you
wish to  schedule and
click the times and
days in the Calender.

Schedule library staff, rooms,
transportation, any resource you
wish plan access to.

LiBRARYSOFT - Scheduling




